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Abstract
The article discusses the problem of the indeterminate defendant in European tort law systems
and in the projects aiming to unify tort law in Europe, such as Draft Common Frame of Reference
and Principles of European Tort Law.
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.1.2

Introduction

hton-ro-lla ehT
non auq enisThe
oitidItalian
noc regional model introduced by the Constitution, which came
into
force
t troppus seirtnuoc in 1948, has been implemented in a slow and discontinuous
way.
over the decades, there has been a constant tension between
ividni eht n
eewtIndeed,
eb
the unifying efforts of the central State and the autonomy claims of the
f ni elbail reh/mih
Regions (especially of the richest ones), which even the deep reform of
suac evitanretla fo
Title V (1999-2001) has failed to resolve. The modified distribution of
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
the legislative competences between the State and the Regions (Section
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
117 of the Italian Constitution), which formally expanded regional
f seitluciffid esoht
autonomy, has generated interpretative uncertainty, determined both by
lliw eb yam truoc
the imprecision of certain choices of the constitutional legislator and by
llautca saw the
egalack
madof adequate tools of connection between state and regional levels.
lautca eht sawAlthough
tca
the Constitutional Court offered a decisive exegetical
tilicaf snoicontribution,
tcidsiruj
on which this essay focuses, the reform did not overcome
t fo tnemhthe
silbtension
atse between the State and the Regions. Therefore, the awareness
t wal hsinof
aDthis
dnalimit in recent years has suggested the opportunity of a new
hcihw ,ecneconstitutional
dive fo
reform, aiming at seeking a more stable balance between
ht elbaborthe
p etwo
romlevels of government. Adopting this reform, however, continues
is A .egam
a
d
ht object of a difficult political confrontation.
to be ethe
eht fo yroeht“ eht
S DN A TNIOJ

2
I..2.The
distribution of competences between State
  and Regions in Title V of the Italian Constitution

:4 – IV kooB nI
c fo noitpDuring
muserpthe drawing up of the Republican Constitution, the Constituent
tra ehT .deAssembly
bircserp spotted territorial pluralism as one of the fundamental
characteristics
of the new democracy and, in consistency with this
ac neeb evah yam
tnereffid hcpremise,
ihw rof provided for the creation of Regions and granted them legislative
functions.
esuac saw egamad
the constitutional text originally approved, the distribution
ca si ohw noIn
srep
of powers was characterized by the reserve to the central State of an
exclusive and general legislative competence, which was only limited

61
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS
71
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS
81
Milano, 2012, and La tutela dei diritti linguistici nella Repubblica delle autonomie,
p eht ot noitFranco
uloS Angeli,
ep eD .seno d eGiuffrè,
tacilpmoMilano,
c
2016.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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with respect to those subject-matters which even the ordinary Regions
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
could legislate pursuant to Section 117 of the Constitution. However,
this regional competence was limited in that it concerned less important
The all-or-nothi
matters and was not exclusive but rather concurrent: the Regionsconditio
were insine qua non
fact bound to respect the fundamental principles dictated by the
State; support th
countries
therefore, the relative autonomy was limited to the legislation ofbetween
details. the individ
The condition of Italian special Regions (Aosta Valley, Trentino-High
him/her liable in fu
Adige, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Sicily and Sardinia) was definitively more
of alternative causa
favorable: their autonomy was defined by their own Statutes (approved
which tortfeasor act
by constitutional law), which ascribed to each of these Regions different
the all-or-nothing ap
legislative powers, sometimes even exclusively, in a list of predefined
those difficulties fo
subject-matters.
court may be willi
The implementation of the regional model provided by the
Constitution, at least to the ordinary Regions – which were onlydamage
created was actuall
act was
in 1970 – was slow and partial. The possibility to legislate only within
the the actual c
jurisdictions facilita
limits of the fundamental principles dictated by state legislation reflected
establishment
of th
negatively on territorial legislative activities. On the one hand, even
when
and Danish law th
it took measures through special “framework laws” for the definition
evidence,
which
of principles, the State often even ended up dictating detailed of
rules
to
more its
probable tha
the whole Country unless the single Region had already exercised
the
damage.
A sim
competence. On the other hand, the model introduced by the Constituent
Assembly contributed to create conflictual relations between State
and
the “theory
of the m
Regions, often pushing each of them, according to the procedure provided
for by Section 127 of the Constitution2, to contest each other’s rules before
2.2. JOINT AND SE
the Constitutional Court. The latter was thus called upon to define the
various areas of competence.
In Book VI – 4:1
After this initial model, the Italian Parliament started a process
aimed
presumption
of ca
at strengthening the self-government system during the 1990s. Theprescribed.
process
The arti
was initially carried out at an administrative level (see Law no.
59
of
may have been cau
15 March 1997, the so-called “Bassanini Law”) and later, between
for 1999
which different
3
and 2001, implemented through direct amendments to the Constitution
damage. was caused
person who is acc

See below, Par. III.
See Constitutional Law no. 1 of 22 November 1999 (“Provisions concerning
theInfantino, Zerv
16
See:
17
direct election of the President of the Regional Executive and the statutory autonomy
of
theCourt of Appea
See:
Regions”); Constitutional Law no. 2 of 31 January 2001 (“Provisions concerning18the direct
Solution to the pr
election of the Presidents of the special Statute Regions and the autonomous complicated
Provinces ones. Depe
several liability (see belo
2
3
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.1.2Constitutional Law no. 3/2001, in particular, amended many articles
of Title V, including Section 117 of the Constitution, thus defining a new
of distribution of competences between State and Regions4.
hton-ro-lla system
ehT
2 reserves to the exclusive competence of the State a list of
non auq enis oitiParagraph
dnoc
supra
regional
subject-matters,
whose regulation serves unitary interests;
t troppus seirtnuoc
this
ividni eht n
eewlist
teb includes, for example: “state foreign policy and international
relations” (letter a), “defense and armed Forces” and “state security”
f ni elbail reh/mih
(letter d), “currency” (letter e), “citizenship” (letter i), “customs” (letter q).
suac evitanretla fo
Paragraph 3 includes a list of subject-matters (expanded if compared to
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
the previous Section 117) of concurrent regional competence, “except for
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
the determination of the fundamental principles”, which is reserved to
f seitluciffid esoht
the State. Paragraph 4, through a residual clause, reserves every subjectlliw eb yam truoc
matter which is not listed in Paragraphs 2 and 3 (purposely defined as
llautca saw “un-named”
egamad
subjects) to the legislative autonomy of the Regions (residual
lautca eht competence).
saw tca
tilicaf snoitcidsThe
irujabove Constitutional Law further introduced the so-called “more
t fo tnemhfavorable
silbatse clause” for special Regions. This clause provides that “the
t wal hsinrules
aD dallowing
na
for broader autonomy” set out in the new constitutional
hcihw ,ecneprovisions
dive fo also apply to special Regions until their Statutes are amended
ht elbaboraccordingly.
p erom
The above Constitutional Law also amended Paragraph
is A .egam
a
d
e
h
t
3 of Section 116, thus admitting the acknowledgement of some forms
on a regional basis. The rule provides that, following
eht fo yroof
ehtdifferentiation
“ eht
a compounded legislative process, the Regions can be granted “special
forms and conditions of autonomy” in every subject-matter
S DN A TNIOJ additional
.2.2
which belongs to their concurrent competence and, with respect to state
exclusive
competences, in the following subject-matters: “jurisdiction
:4 – IV kooB
nI
law” (but only for “the operation of justices of peace”),
c fo noitpand
musprocedural
erp
tra ehT .de“general
bircserp provisions on education” and “protection of the environment,
the
and the cultural heritage”.
ac neeb evah ecosystem
yam
tnereffid hcihwFrom
rof a descriptive point of view, the 2001 constitutional amendment,
inspired
esuac saw egamad by the experience of more traditional federal systems, seemed
TON-RO-LLA

ca si ohw nosrep
of Trento and Bolzano”); Constitutional Law no. 3 of 18 November 2001 (“Amendments
reZ ,onitnafnIto:eTitle
eS V61of Part II of the Constitution”).
4
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS In71the exercise of their legislative powers, State and Regions are now equally
8to
1 comply with both the Constitution and the “EU and International obligations”
p eht ot noitrequired
uloS
ep eD .seno d e(Section
tacilpmo117,
c Paragraph 1, of the Constitution).
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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to have significantly expanded the legislative autonomy of the Regions,
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
identifying the latter, instead of (as previously) the State, as the holders
of a “general legislative competence”.
The all-or-nothi
However, this assumption was promptly reappraised by scholars
bysine qua non
conditio
simply considering the letter of the legislation.
countries support th
First of all, the subject-matters reserved to the State, although officially
between the individ
listed, are numerous and broad (the State is reserved, inter alia, the
him/her liable in fu
regulation of “jurisdiction”, “procedural law” and “civil and criminal
of
alternative causa
law”)5, as well as those referred to concurrent competence. This downsizes
which tortfeasor act
regional competence, emptying the meaning of the residual clause set out
the all-or-nothing ap
in Paragraph 4 and thus refuting the proposition according to which the
those difficulties fo
Regions, and not the State, would acquire “general legislative competence”.
court may be willi
In some cases, then, the same subject-matter is divided into several
damage was actuall
areas of competence. It is the case, for example, for the environment,
act was the actual c
which is reserved to the State as for the “protection of the environment,
facilita
the ecosystem and the cultural heritage” (Section 117, Paragraphjurisdictions
2, letter
establishment
of th
s). On the contrary, the “enhancement of environmental assets” falls
Danish law th
within the concurrent competence of State and Regions; it is also and
the case
of evidence, which
for education, which is reserved to the State with regard to its “general
more
probable tha
provisions” (Section 117, Paragraph 2, letter n), while “education,
except
the
damage.
A sim
for the autonomy of educational institutions and vocational education
and training” falls within concurrent competence.
the “theory of the m
This “fragmentation” itself is conflictual because it makes harder to
identify the limits of legitimate state and regional intervention.
2.2. JOINT AND SE
Moreover, it is sometimes hard to define the contents of the areas
of competence themselves, which are not related to a specific subjectIn Book VI – 4:1
matter but merely set a goal, the realization of which ends by easing
the
presumption
of ca
allocation of the competences defined by Section 117 of the Constitution.
prescribed. The arti
This is the case, in particular, for the so-called “transversal”
may have been cau
competences, already so defined by the doctrine6 – including, in addition
for which different
damage was caused
person who is acc
5

These choices, already on a formal level, tend to limit the areas of competence
referred to the Regions if compared to state ones: see F. Giuffrè, Unità della Repubblica
e distribuzione delle competenze nell’evoluzione del regionalismo italiano [Unity of the
16 Republic
See: Infantino, Zerv
and distribution of competences in the evolution of Italian regionalism], Torino 2012,17 p. 90-91.
See: Court of Appea
6
G. Falcon, Il nuovo Titolo V della parte seconda della Costituzione [The new18TitleSolution
V of
to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
Part II of the Constitution], „Le Regioni” 2001, no. 1, p. 5.
several liability (see belo
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to
.1.the
2 already mentioned “protection of the environment, the ecosystem
and the cultural heritage” (letter s), the “competition protection” (letter e)
hton-ro-lla and
ehT the “determination of the basic levels of benefits relating to the
and
non auq eniscivil
oitidn
oc social entitlements to be guaranteed throughout the national
territory”
t troppus seirtnuoc (letter m) –, the exercise of which is bound to overlap or interlace
7
with
ividni eht n
eewother
teb areas of regional competence, both concurrent and residual .
In rewriting Section 117 of the Constitution, Constitutional Law
f ni elbail reh/mih
no. 3/2001 also omitted any reference to certain typically “federal”
suac evitanretla fo
subject-matters, such as “post and telecommunications” and “road
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
traffic”8. The final version of the text even moved the competence on
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
several subject-matters from one list to another (this is the case, for
f seitluciffid esoht
example, for “national production, transport and distribution of energy”,
lliw eb yam truoc
which was moved from the list of state exclusive competence to that of
llautca saw concurrent
egamad one), thus making choices with unforeseeable consequences
lautca eht in
saw
tca of satisfaction of the unitary interests expected by the exercise
terms
tilicaf snoiof
tcid
sirujcompetence9.
such
t fo tnemhsilbPerplexity
atse
was also raised by the renewed concurrent competence –
t wal hsinwith
aD dregard,
na
in particular, to the definition of the principle/detail10
hcihw ,ecnerelationship
dive fo
– and also by the same category of residual competence,
ht elbaborboth
p erofor
m the uncertain meaning of “exclusivity” and, because of its “unis A .egam
a
d
e
h
named”t peculiarity, for the difficulties related to its identification11.
eht fo yroeht“Since
eht the entry into force of Constitutional Law no. 3/2001, the just
mentioned remarks led scholars to heavily rely on the Constitutional
TON-RO-LLA

S DN A TNIOJ

.2.2

:4 – IV kooB nI7 See below, Par. IV.1.
c fo noitpmu8seOn
rpthese gaps see A. D’Atena, Materie legislative e tipologia delle competenze [Legislative
subject-matters and types of competences], „Quaderni costituzionali” 2003, no. 1, p. 16 et seq.
tra ehT .debirc9serp
See U. De Siervo, Intervento [Intervention], [in:] G. Berti, G.C. De Martin (a cura di),
ac neeb evLe
ahautonomie
yam territoriali: dalla riforma amministrativa alla riforma costituzionale [Territorial
tnereffid hcautonomies:
ihw rof from the administrative to the constitutional reform], Milano 2001, p. 77.
10
esuac saw egam
aSee
d below, Par. IV.3.
11
On residual competences, among the first essays, see L. Torchia, La potestà legislativa
ca si ohw nosrep

residuale delle Regioni [The residual legislative power of Regions], „Le Regioni” 2002, no. 2-3,
p. 343 et seq.; more recently, see S. Parisi, La competenza residuale [The residual competence],
2011, no. 2-3, p. 341 et seq., and G. Cosmelli, Oltre i confini della “materia”. La
61
reZ ,onitnafnI„Le
:eeSRegioni”
71
residuale delle Regioni tra poteri impliciti e sussidiarietà [Beyond the boundaries
eppA fo t ruoCpotestà
:eeS legislativa
81
The residual legislative power of the Regions between implied powers and
p eht ot noitof
ul“subject-matters”.
oS
ep eD .seno d esubsidiarity],
tacilpmoc Milano 2015.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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Court for clarifications12. The latter was indeed called upon in later years
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
to play a fundamental role in the interpretation of the law by identifying
the areas of competence of each legislator (State or Regions) and The
the all-or-nothi
unifying elements of the system, which can ensure relative sustainability,
conditio sine qua non
even in a context of greater differentiation on a territorial basis.countries support th

between the individ
him/her liable in fu
II. The judicial tools for the guarantee
of alternative causa
  of pluralism: „Judgment by principal way” which tortfeasor act
the all-or-nothing ap
Before analysing the constitutional case law on the new Title V and its
those difficulties fo
contribution to defining the exact competence framework, we should
court may be willi
consider, though incidentally, that Constitutional Law no. 3/2001 amended
damage
not only Section 117 but also Section 127 of the Italian Constitution,
thus was actuall
act was the actual c
changing the process of constitutional control of laws “by principal
jurisdictions
facilita
way”, which allows the State and the Regions to ensure protection
of
establishment
of th
their legislative powers.
and Danish law th
In its old text, Section 127 allowed the State to control regional
of if
evidence,
which
legislative resolutions before their final approval. In particular,
the
more probable tha
Government found any excess of regional competence or any conflicts
the damage.
A sim
between regional resolutions and national interests or the interests
of
any other Regions, it could ask the Regional Council to review any
the such
“theory of the m
resolutions. In case of re-approval by absolute majority of the members of
the Council, the Government could raise an issue of constitutional legality
2.2. JOINT AND SE
before the Constitutional Court13. However, Section 2 of Constitutional
In Book VI – 4:1
presumption of ca
12
According to L. Ronchetti, The Judicial Construction of Italian Regionalim, [in:]
prescribed. The arti
S. Mangiameli (ed.), Italian Regionalism: Between Unitary Traditions and Federal Processes.
may2014,
have been cau
Investigating Italy’s Form of State, Essays on Federalism and Regionalism 1, New York
p. 380: “It might be said that without the contribution of Constitutional Courtfor
casewhich
law, different
the revised relations between the State and Regions enacted in Constitutional damage
Law no. 3 was caused
of 2001 would have largely remained a dead letter”.
person who is acc
13

In case of re-approval of the text, the previous Section 127 also allowed the
Government to raise an issue on the merits (due to any conflicts with national interests
or the interests of any other Regions) before the Chambers of the Italian Parliament;
16
See: Infantino, Zerv
17
however, this issue was never raised by the Government. In general, on the question
See:ofCourt of Appea
18 Paladin,
preventive control on regional laws before Constitutional Law no. 3/2001, see L.
Solution to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
Diritto regionale [Regional Law], Padova 2000, p. 400 et seq.
several liability (see belo
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.1.2 Law no. 1/1948 allowed the Regions to challenge state laws (or state
acts having the force of law)14, but only if they deemed that their own area
competence had been invaded and only after their approval within
hton-ro-lla of
ehT
of publication in the Official Journal. This system, however
non auq enisthirty
oitidndays
oc
penalizing
the
Regions vis-à-vis the State, made it possible to identify
t troppus seirtnuoc
any
conflicts beforehand, because the reviewed text became the
ividni eht n
eewpossible
teb
object of a pre-action confrontation between the Government and every
f ni elbail reh/mih
single Region, which often ended on a political level with the acceptance
suac evitanretla fo
of state recommendations by the Regional Council.
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
Today, in any case, the check on laws “by principal way” is always
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
subsequent, because both the Government – “when it finds that a regional
f seitluciffid esoht
law exceeds regional competence” – and the Regions – “when they find
lliw eb yam truoc
that any state or regional laws or acts having the force of law fall within
llautca saw their
egampurview
ad
of competence” – may challenge such laws or acts within
lautca eht sixty
saw tdays
ca of their publication.
tilicaf snoitcidsThe
iruj equalization of time-limits for legislative control15 satisfies the
t fo tnemhrequirement
silbatse
of equalizing the condition of the State with that of the
t wal hsinRegions
aD dna as constituent entities of the Republic with equal dignity (Section
hcihw ,ecne114,
diveParagraph
fo
1, of the Italian Constitution). On the other hand, this
ht elbabormodel
p eromeliminated preventive checks on regional legislation16, which,
is A .egam
ad ehtseriously faulty, can now come into force in any case because
though
can only challenge it at a later time17.
eht fo yrothe
eht“Government
eht
TON-RO-LLA

S DN A TNIOJ

.2.214 Section 2 required, for this purpose, a special resolution by the Regional Executive.
15

Although Section 127 of the Constitution could imply the equalization of the

:4 – IV kooB
nI with the state action also with respect to objectionable defects, the Constitutional
regional
no. 274/2003) ruled out this possibility; so, while the Government can
c fo noitpCourt
muse(Judgment
rp
challenge regional laws complaining about their violation of constitutional provisions,
tra ehT .debircserp
Regions can only challenge state laws if they are deemed to encroach upon their area of
ac neeb evcompetence.
ah yam
tnereffid hcihw16 rSee
of E. Gianfrancesco, Il controllo sulle leggi regionali nel nuovo art. 127 [The control over
esuac saw regional
egamalaws
d in the new Section 127], [in:] T. Groppi, M. Olivetti (a cura di), La Repubblica
delle autonomie. Regioni ed enti locali nel nuovo Titolo V [The Republic of autonomies. Regions
ca si ohw nosrep

and local authorities in the new Title V], Torino 2001, p. 131.
17
Awareness of this limit led Regional Councils, upon approval of their new Statutes,
to
provide
61 for the so-called “Organs of statutory guarantee”, which, although institutionally
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS
71 for ensuring “statutory rigidity”, also seem entitled to intervene in case of
eppA fo t ruoCresponsible
:eeS
81
violations, by “burdening” the various legislative processes set out in each
p eht ot noitconstitutional
uloS
ep eD .seno d eregional
tacilpmoStatute:
c
see G. D’Elia, L. Panzeri, Statuti ordinari e legge regionale. Contributo allo
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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The renewed procedural system, in addition to the reformed (and,
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
as mentioned, problematic) table of competences, inevitably led to an
exponential growth in litigation18, that brought before the Constitutional
The all-or-nothi
Court not only matters having an adequate constitutional “tone” conditio
but alsosine qua non
irrelevant issues that would (or should) have found a better definition
countries support th
on a preventive political level.
between the individ

him/her liable in fu
of alternative causa
III. The contribution of constitutional case law
which tortfeasor act
   to the definition of State and Regional areas
the all-or-nothing ap
   of competence
those difficulties fo
court may be willi
As stated above, although the ambiguity of Section 117 of the Italian
damage
Constitution, the extension of regional legislative powers and
the was actuall
act was the actual c
disappearance of preventive checks on regional laws by the Government
jurisdictions
facilita
imposed upon the Constitutional Court the uneasy role of “judge
of
establishment
of th
pluralism”; the latter, despite some uncertainties in construction and
and Danish law th
not infrequent revirement, has been able to offer a decisive exegetical
of evidence, which
contribution.
probable tha
This contribution, first of all in terms of method, was able more
to limit
the
damage.
A sim
the consequences of uncritical qualifications of regional laws, compared
to state ones, as source having “general competence”, bound tothe
spread
“theory of the m
into every area unrelated with Section 117, Paragraphs 2 and 3, of the
Constitution.
2.2. JOINT AND SE
If, indeed, the Constitutional Court initially suggested starting “not
so much from the research of a specific constitutional title for regional
In Book VI – 4:1
action, but, on the contrary, from the investigation into the existence
of
presumption
of ca
exclusive or partial levels of state competence” (Judgment no. 282/2002)
prescribed. The arti
and, again, established the existence of state legislative powers
“only
may
have been cau
where it was possible to infer a specific title of legitimacy from
the
for which different
Constitution” (Judgment no. 1/2004), soon the Court judgesdamage
moved was caused
person who is acc

studio del giusto procedimento legislativo [Ordinary Statutes and regional law. Contribution
16
See:toInfantino, Zerv
17
the study of the proper legislative process], Milano 2012, p. 95-111.
See: Court of Appea
18
For example, if in 2002 the decisions taken at the end of judgments 18raised
by
Solution
to the pr
ones. Depe
principal way accounted for 5,59% of the total, in 2013 this percentage reachedcomplicated
45,70%.
several liability (see belo
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towards
different conclusions, more consistent with the complexity of the
.1.2
relevant constitutional framework. Judgment no. 370/2004 already set out
hton-ro-lla that
ehT regional competence (in this case, the residual one) does not exist “for
non auq enisthe
oitimere
dnoc fact that this subject-matter is not readily attributable to any of
the
titles
t troppus seirtnuoc listed in Section 117, Paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Constitution”,
thus
to relativize the same coincidence between the “competence”
ividni eht n
eewleading
teb
of a source and the “reserve of rule” of the same19.
f ni elbail reh/mih
Constitutional case law, adopting this very formalistic approach,
suac evitanretla fo
contributed to better defining the titles of competence, even by filling the
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
above-mentioned gaps: this happened, for example, with regard to “road
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
traffic”, which, although not included, as mentioned above, in the lists of
f seitluciffid esoht
Section 117, Paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Constitution, has been properly
lliw eb yam truoc
attributed, through interpretation, to exclusive state competence20.
llautca saw egam
Inad
other cases, the Constitutional Court put into the concurrent
lautca eht competence
saw tca
category some hardily classifiable subject-matters such as,
tilicaf snoifor
tcidexample,
siruj
“town-planning” and “building”, which were subsumed, in
t fo tnemhthe
silbabsence
atse
of any constitutional provision, into “land-using planning”21.
t wal hsinAgain,
aD dnawith regard to subject-matters falling under the “residual”
hcihw ,ecnecompetence
dive fo
category, some decisions allowed their identification, for
ht elbaborexample,
p erom with “agriculture”22, “craft”23, “trade”24, “social services and
is A .egam
ad eht 25, “regional transport”26, “local public services”27 or, again, with
policies”
of “mountain Communities”28.
eht fo yrothe
eht“regulation
eht
However, the Constitutional Court played its most significant
exegetical
role in the cases where the object of a law could be associated
S DN A TNIOJ .2.2
with more subject-matters, especially with different rules of competence.
:4 – IV kooB nI
c fo noitpmuserp
19
tra ehT .debircseSee
rp F. Modugno, La posizione e il ruolo della legge statale nell’ordinamento italiano [The
position and role of state law in the Italian legal system], May 2006, available at: www.issirfa.
ac neeb evcnr.it
ah y[last
am accessed: 06.05.2017].
20
tnereffid hcihw rSee
of Judgment no. 428/2004.
21
esuac saw egam
aSee
d Judgments no. 362/2003, no. 196/2004 and no. 232/2005.
22
See Judgment no. 12/2004.
ca si ohw no23srep
TON-RO-LLA

See Judgment no. 162/2005.
See Judgments no. 1/2004 and no. 64/2007.
25
61 Judgments no. 287 and no. 423/2004.
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS See
26
71 Judgment no. 222/2005.
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS See
81 Judgment no. 29/2006.
p eht ot noituloS27 See
28moc
ep eD .seno d etacilp
See Judgment no. 244/2005.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
24
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In Judgment no. 50/2005, the constitutional Judge qualified this event
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
as “competition of competences” and, in acknowledging the absence, in
the Italian Constitution, of criteria for overcoming these “interferences”,
The all-or-nothi
ruled that it was necessary to define new ones.
conditio sine qua non
To that effect, we should first of all quote the prevalence criterion,
countries support th
which provides as follows: if the content of a law can be associated
with the individ
between
more subject-matters at the same time, we should establish to which of
him/her liable in fu
them this content (or, better, this “core”) can be primarily subsumed and,
of
alternative causa
therefore, which authority is competent to legislate29.
which tortfeasor act
One of the first decisions to have used this technique is Judgment no.
the all-or-nothing ap
370/2003 on a rule on kindergartens. By rejecting the arguments of the
those difficulties fo
applicant Regions, the Constitutional Court excluded that this subjectcourt may be willi
matter could fall into the regional residual competence category, ruling
damage
that “undoubtedly, according to the prevalence criterion, the regulation
of was actuall
that subject-matter may only fall within the scope of education […],act
as was
well the actual c
jurisdictions
facilita
as, in some respects, of employment protection, a subject-matter
which
establishment
of th
falls within the scope of legislative concurrent powers under Section
and Danish law th
117, Paragraph 3”. This trend has been confirmed by many following
of evidence, which
decisions, including Judgments no. 50/2005 (on training agreements),
more probable tha
no. 181/2006 (on health organization), no. 52/2010 (on financial derivates)
the damage.
A sim
and no. 183/2012 (on fuel distribution plants). In this last decision,
the
Constitutional Court rejected the argument of the applicant, according
the “theory of the m
to which the regulation of fuel distribution plants should fall within
the scope of residual competence on “trade”; the regulation at issue,
in JOINT AND SE
2.2.
fact, “prevalently falls within the scope of concurrent competence on the
distribution of energy (Section 117, Paragraph 3, of the Constitution)”
Inor
Book VI – 4:1
can be subsumed into other areas of competence however “notpresumption
related
of ca
with trade”, proving the “recessive nature” of this competence.prescribed. The arti
Sometimes, however, where the interlacing of competences
maywas
have been cau
particularly complex and it was impossible to establish the prevalence
of different
for which
a subject-matter over another, the prevalence criterion proved inadequate.
damage was caused
In these cases, the Constitutional Court made use of the principleperson
of loyal who is acc
collaboration, which “forces state law to provide adequate tools for the

16
See: Infantino, Zerv
17
On the application of this criterion see M. Carrer, Il legislatore competente.
Statica
See: Court of Appea
18
e dinamica della potestà legislativa nel modello regionale italiano [The competent lawmaker.
Statics
Solution to the pr
complicated
ones. Depe
and dynamics of legislative powers in the Italian regional model], Milano 2012, p. 135
et seq.
several liability (see belo
29
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involvement
of Regions” (Judgment no. 219/2005). This is the case, for
.1.2
example, with Judgment no. 168/2009, through which the Court ruled
hton-ro-lla out
ehT the constitutional illegality of the state rule providing support for
against paedophilia and juvenile pornography. After
non auq enisthe
oitidObservatory
noc
rejecting
the
claimed
infringement of the residual competence on “social
t troppus seirtnuoc
policies”
ividni eht n
eewteb and after recalling the state exclusive competences on “public
order and security” and “criminal law”, this decision confirmed the
f ni elbail reh/mih
existence of “an overlapping of competences assigned by the Constitution
suac evitanretla fo
to both State and Regions which warrants – as it is impossible to affirm
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
the prevalence of a subject-matter over another – the use of the principle
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
of loyal cooperation”30, calling for the necessary involvement of the Regions.
f seitluciffid esoht
lliw eb yam truoc
llautca saw egamad
3.1. The incidence of the so-called „transversal”
lautca eht saw tca
   subjects between guarantee of pluralism and
tilicaf snoitcidsiruj
   filfillment of unitary requests
t fo tnemhsilbatse
t wal hsinThe
aD dover
na mentioned decision-making techniques generally involve
hcihw ,ecnesubject-matters
dive fo
whose contents can be distinctly recognized with objective
ht elbaborcriteria.
p erom
is A .egamadHowever,
eht
constitutional case law, acknowledging the first doctrinal
eht fo yroremarks
eht“ eht on the renewed Section 117 of the Constitution, also accounted
for the existence of areas of competence – especially state and exclusive
S DN A TNIOJ ones
.2.2 – which do not correspond to any specific subject-matter31 but
rather to an end, purpose and goal, the achievement of which may imply
recourse
to regional concurrent or residual competences, thus transversally
:4 – IV kooB
nI
c fo noitpaltering
muserp the normal distribution of powers32.
TON-RO-LLA

tra ehT .debircserp
ac neeb evah y
30 am
On the use of the principle of loyal cooperation, see also Judgments no. 234/2005,
tnereffid hcno.
ihw
of no. 201/2007, no. 50/2008, no. 278/2010 and no. 33/2011.
24 rand
31
the doctrine coined the term “dematerialization of subject-matters”:
esuac saw egam
aTherefore,
d
F. Benelli, La “smaterializzazione” delle materie. Problemi teorici e applicativi del nuovo titolo
ca si ohw nosrep

V della Costituzione [The dematerialization of subject-matters. The theoretical and application
problems of the new Title V of the Constitution], Milano 2006, p. 85.
32
61 “transversal” subject-matters, among the first essays, G. Scaccia, Le competenze
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS On
71 sussidiarie e trasversali [Subsidiary and transversal legislative competences],
eppA fo t ruoClegislative
:eeS
81
pubblico”
2004, no. 2, p. 461 et seq., and G. Arconzo, Le materie trasversali nella
p eht ot noit„Diritto
uloS
ep eD .seno d egiurisprudenza
tacilpmoc
della Corte costituzionale dopo la riforma del Titolo V [The transversal subjectoleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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Since its first decisions following the 2001 constitutional reform,
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
the Court included in these subject-matters the “determination of the
basic levels of benefits relating to civil and social entitlements toThe
be all-or-nothi
guaranteed throughout the national territory” (the so-called LEP)
listedsine qua non
conditio
in Section 117, Paragraph 2, letter m, specifying how this titlecountries
is not, support th
“literally speaking, a ‘subject-matter’”, but rather “a state competence
between the individ
which involves all the subject-matters, which must be regulated by the State
him/her liable in fu
itself in such a way as to ensure that everyone, in the whole Country,
of33 alternative causa
can enjoy the guaranteed benefits” (Judgment no. 282/2002) . The
which tortfeasor act
Court also subsumed into this category other subject-matters such as
the all-or-nothing ap
the “protection of the environment” – which was initially refused the
those difficulties fo
qualification as a “‘matter’ in a technical sense” (Judgment no. 407/2002)34
court may be willi
but has been recently given an opposite interpretation (Judgment no.
damage
104/2008)35 – and the “competition protection”: the constitutional
Judge was actuall
act was
highlighted “its dynamic nature”, specifying how this competence
“is the actual c
jurisdictions facilita
not strictly speaking a subject-matter, but rather a ‘function’ exercisable
36
establishment
of th
on many different objects” (Judgment no. 14/2004) . Over the
years,
and Danish
law th
the Constitutional Court has also recognized the “expansive” nature
of
of evidence, which
more probable tha
the(adamage.
A sim
matters in constitutional case-law after the reform of Title V], [in:] N. Zanon, A. Concaro
cura
di), L’incerto federalismo. Le competenze statali e regionali nella giurisprudenza costituzionale
the “theory of the m

[Uncertain federalism. State and regional competences in the constitutional case-law], Milano
2005, p. 181 et seq.; more recently, F. Bocchini, La trasversalità delle competenze legislative
2.2. JOINT AND SE
regionali nella Costituzione [The transversal nature of regional legislative competences in the
Constitution], Roma 2015.
33
In Book VI – 4:1
See also, among others, Judgments no. 322/2009, no. 207/2012 and no. 111/2014.
34
The Court held that the protection of the environment “does notpresumption
seem to
of ca
fall under state competence because, on the contrary, it concerns and is inextricably
prescribed. The arti
interlaced with other interests and competences”; therefore, the environment is defined
may have been cau
“as a constitutionally protected ‘value’, which, as such, outlines a kind of ‘transversal’
for which
subject-matter, which includes different competences, that may as well be regional,
with different
the State having to ensure uniform rules on the matter throughout the Country”.
damage was caused
35
This decision expressly rejects the argument put forward by the applicant Regions,
person who is acc
i.e. “the environment is not a matter in a technical sense”; the Court, while confirming the
“transversal” nature of environmental protection – because of the various interests, also
falling within regional competences, it involves –, qualifies the “unitary rule of protection
16
See: Infantino, Zerv
17
of the whole environment” as a subject-matter reserved to state exclusive competence.
See: Court of Appea
36
18
On the “transversal” nature of “competition protection” see, inter alia, Judgments
Solution to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
no. 401/2007, no. 288/2010, no. 150/2011, no. 18 and no. 291/2012.
several liability (see belo
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other
.1.2 state exclusive competences (including “state foreign policy and
international relations” and “relations between the State and the European
37
, “defense”38, “civil law”39, “criminal law”40) or concurrent ones
hton-ro-lla Union”
ehT
41
42
non auq enis(including
oitidnoc “professions” , “co-ordination of public finance” , “scientific
43
t troppus seresearch”
irtnuoc ), thereby confirming the impossibility to define the areas of
competence
in terms of strict separation44.
ividni eht n
eewteb
The fact that the object of these subject-matters may not be determined
f ni elbail reh/mih
beforehand, but only through its exercise, involves that the relationship
suac evitanretla fo
with regional competences cannot be defined by formally attributing
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
a competence under Section 117 of the Constitution but only on a time
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
by time basis, therefore without being able to establish the degree of
f seitluciffid esoht
interference between the state and the regional source beforehand.
lliw eb yam truoc
Therefore, in the case of transversal subject-matters, it is up to the State to
llautca saw determine
egamad the necessary degree of interference to achieve the established
lautca eht goal
saw45t,cawhich may go so far as to affect the regional competences. In
tilicaf snoithis
tcidssense,
iruj in Judgment no. 62/2005 (concerning the protection of the
t fo tnemhenvironment),
silbatse
the Court, while acknowledging that also the Regions, in
t wal hsinthe
aD exercise
dna
of their powers (for example with respect to “health” and
hcihw ,ecne“territorial
dive fo
government”), can achieve the purpose of environmental
ht elbaborprotection,
p erom held that “this does not mean that the State must necessarily
is A .egam
ad eitself
ht […] to establishing rules of principle, always making room
limit
eht fo yrofor
eht“further
eht regional legislation”.
TON-RO-LLA

S DN A TNIOJ

.2.2
37

See Judgment no. 239/2004.

:4 – IV kooB nI38 See Judgment no. 431/2005.
c fo noitpmu39seSee
rp Judgments no. 380/2004 and no. 233/2006.
40
See Judgment no. 185/2004.
tra ehT .debirc41serp
See Judgment no. 222/2008.
ac neeb evah y
42 am
See Judgment no. 414/2004.
tnereffid hcihw43 rSee
of Judgments no. 423/2004, no. 31/2005 and no. 133/2006.
44
esuac saw egam
aOn
d the competence titles whose “expansive” nature was recognized by the
Constitutional Court, S. Calzolaio, Il cammino delle materie nello Stato regionale. La definizione
ca si ohw nosrep

delle competenze legislative nell’ordinamento costituzionale [The progress of subject-matters within
the regional State. The definition of legislative competences in the constitutional order], Torino
reZ ,onitnafnI2012,
:eeS esp.61 p. 186 et seq.
45
71
supra note 7, p. 22 et seq., already highlighted, in this regard, the
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS D’Atena,
81 of transversal competences, identifying the points of contact with the German
p eht ot noit“ductility”
uloS
ep eD .seno d ekonkurrierende
tacilpmoc
Gesetzgebund (Section 72 of the Grundgesetz), which allows the federal
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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The possibility for the State to exercise this compression carries with
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
it the risk of prejudicing the legislative autonomy of the Regions, which,
failing any corrective measures and guarantees, could be arbitrarily
The all-or-nothi
limited by the State.
conditio sine qua non
However, the Constitutional Court consistently ruled out
this support th
countries
possibility, both acknowledging that regional laws adopted in thebetween
exercise the individ
of “concurrent” or “residual” powers can take among their goals also those
him/her liable in fu
that affect the state exclusive “transversal” competences46 and asserting
of alternative causa
that the exercise of the latter by the State can be considered legitimate in
which tortfeasor act
so far as it proves useful to achieve the desired purpose, in accordance
the all-or-nothing ap
with the criteria of reasonableness, congruency and proportionality. This
those difficulties fo
decision cannot be made in a uniform way, but only from time to time,
court may be willi
seeking a “flexible balance” in the allocation of powers which ensures
damage was actuall
the satisfaction of the relevant interests47.
act was the actual c
This approach repeatedly turned into the verification of compliance
jurisdictions facilita
with the above limits, as well exemplified by the case law on “competition
of th
protection”. Thus, in Judgment no. 272/2004, the Constitutionalestablishment
Court –
and Danish law th
after defining the “criteria of proportionality and adequacy” as “essential”
of evidence,
which
to “identify the operative field” of this competence and, “therefore,
the
more
probable tha
legitimacy of its state rules” – held that the rule at issue (on the
local
the
damage.
A sim
public services) violated, in the present case, the above criteria: state
intervention, through an “extremely detailed and self-applicative
therule”,
“theory of the m
has actually led to “an unlawful compression of regional autonomy” and
“is unjustified and unfit to achieve competition protection”.
2.2. JOINT AND SE
The use of this criterion in some more recent decisions led the
Constitutional Court to a different conclusion. In Judgment no. 345/2004,
In Book VI – 4:1
after recalling, once again, the need “to take into account the principles
presumption of ca
of proportionality and adequacy of the tools used to meet the established
prescribed. The arti
purpose”, the Court pointed out that the contested state rule may
(on the
have been cau
purchase of goods and services) does not imply for the Regions
“the
for which different
damage was caused
person who is acc

legislator, under certain conditions, to affect its relationship with the legislators of the
Länder, directing the exercise of its powers to areas reserved for the latter.
16
See: Infantino, Zerv
46
With regard to the “protection of the environment” see, among the first 17
decisions,
See: Court of Appea
18
Judgments no. 407/2002, no. 222 and no. 307/2003.
Solution to the pr
47
complicated ones. Depe
See Giuffrè, supra note 4, p. 97.
several liability (see belo
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use
.1.2 of specific methods, but only the observance of the principles
deduced from the state rule”, hence the absence of any compression
hton-ro-lla of
ehTthe regional powers as complained by the applicants. Again, in
non auq enisJudgment
oitidnoc no. 200/2012, the Court pointed out that the law at issue
(on
t troppus seirtnthe
uocliberalization of economic activities) “does not establish rules”
but
rather
ividni eht n
eew
teb introduces “principle provisions which, to be fully enforced,
require further regulation by both State and Regions, each within their
f ni elbail reh/mih
field of competence”, thus excluding the unreasonable compression of
suac evitanretla fo
regional powers.
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
The plentiful case law on transversal competences proves their
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
relative ability to maintain a proper balance between pluralism claims
f seitluciffid esoht
and unitary needs, which require the assurance, throughout the whole
lliw eb yam truoc
Country, of minimum standards in terms of rights.
llautca saw egam
ad purpose clearly comes out in the decisions on the LEP48, in
This
lautca eht which
saw tcathe Constitutional Court, while denying the qualification of
tilicaf snoithe
tcidssame
iruj as subject-matters, underlined the functionality of the state
t fo tnemhcompetence
silbatse
defined by Section 117, Paragraph 2, letter m, to “grant
t wal hsineveryone,
aD dna throughout the whole Country, the enjoyment of guaranteed
hcihw ,ecnebenefits
dive fo as an essential part of the rights […]” (first see the mentioned
ht elbaborJudgment
p erom no. 282/2002) or, again, to act as a “fundamental tool to
is A .egam
ad ehthe
t maintenance of an adequate uniformity of treatment in terms of
ensure
eht fo yrorights
eht“ efor
ht all the people, even in a system characterized by a significantly
increased level of regional and local autonomy […]”49. In similar terms,
S DN A TNIOJ on
.2.2several occasions, the Constitutional Court ruled on the protection of
the environment, confirming the ability of the state competence pursuant
tonSection
117, Paragraph 2, letter s, to ensure the predetermination of
:4 – IV kooB
I
c fo noitpmuserp
tra ehT .debircserp
ac neeb evah yam
tnereffid hcihw48 rIn
ofthis case, the definition of the “internal limit” for the exercise of transversal
esuac saw competences
egamad is facilitated by the wording of the constitutional title of competence, which,
ca si ohw bynreferring
osrep to “essential” levels, clearly does not prevent the Regions from ensuring higher
TON-RO-LLA

levels of performance: see G. Scaccia, Il riparto delle funzioni legislative fra Stato e Regioni [The
distribution of legislative powers between the State and the Regions], [in:] G. Corso, V. Lopilato
61 Il diritto amministrativo dopo le riforme costituzionali [Administrative Law after
reZ ,onitnafnI(a:eecura
S di),
71
reforms], Milano 2006, p. 27.
eppA fo t ruoCconstitutional
:eeS
81
among others, Judgments no. 88/2003, no. 134/2006, no. 10/2010 and
p eht ot noituloS49 See,
ep eD .seno d eno.
taci121/2014.
lpmoc
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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“uniform standards of protection which are valid throughout the Country
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
and cannot be derogated from in a pejorative way by the Regions”50.
The need to ensure these minimum levels allows the Regions to adopt
The all-or-nothi
laws that affect the end-result competences reserved to the State,
butsine qua non
conditio
necessarily in terms of improvement51. There is significant constitutional
countries support th
case law which, after establishing the infringement of the minimum
between the individ
standards set by the State, has found regional laws unconstitutional. The
him/her liable in fu
same applies to both the case law on environmental protection52 and, for
of alternative causa
its plain protective contribution, to the case law on the LEP, by which the
which tortfeasor act
Court declared the unconstitutionality of regional laws that negatively
the all-or-nothing ap
affected, for example, the conditions for access to social benefits. Among
those difficulties fo
its first decisions, Judgment no. 432/2005 declared the unconstitutionality
court may be willi
of a Lombard law that granted the right of free circulation on public
damage
transport for totally disabled people, but only for Italian citizens,
thus was actuall
was the actual c
violating the state rule that places Italian citizens on the sameact
footing
facilita
as the legally residing foreigners in their “enjoyment of social jurisdictions
welfare
establishment
of th
benefits and services, including economic ones”.
Danish law th
However, the Constitutional Court has also dismissed state and
appeals
of evidence,
which
for the infringement of transversal competences by regional laws
with
more probable tha
increased guarantee provisions. For example, with Judgment no. 222/2003
the damage. A sim
(concerning a Marche law on the possession and trade of exotic animals),
the Court ruled out the infringement of the state competence
on
the “theory
of the m
environmental protection, thus underlining that the regional measures,
realized through the exercise of the regional competence on hygiene,
2.2. JOINT AND SE

In Book VI – 4:1

See, among others, Judgments no. 259/2004, no. 232 and no. 336/2005, no.presumption
183/2006
of ca
and no. 378/2007.
prescribed. The arti
51
On the possibility of regional in melius interventions see A. D’Atena, Diritto regionale
may have been cau
[Regional Law], Torino 2013, p. 165.
52
for which
In the field of environmental protection see, among many decisions, Judgments
no. different
61/2009 (which declared the unconstitutionality of an Aosta Valley provisiondamage
on waste was caused
that introduced less stringent standards than state ones), no. 233/2010 and no. 303/2013
person who is acc
(which declared the unconstitutionality, respectively, of a Friuli-Venezia Giulia and
a Campania provision that, unlike state law on the matter, limited the portion of land for
wildlife protection), no. 193/2010 (which declared the unconstitutionality of a 16
Piedmont
See: Infantino, Zerv
17 (which
provision that allowed hunting in areas protected by state law) and no. 315/2010
See: Court of Appea
18
declared the unconstitutionality of a Liguria provision that, unlike state provisions
on
the
Solution
to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
matter, increased the number of people who can get a hunting license).
several liability (see belo
50
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health
.1.2 and veterinary safety (subsumed into the paradigm of “health
protection” pursuant to Section 117, Paragraph 3, of the Constitution),
hton-ro-lla “do
ehT not weaken but rather strengthen – because of the additional and
character of regional requirements – state protective
non auq enisnot
oitidsubstitutive
noc
measures,
so
that
they cannot affect state objectives in any way”.
t troppus seirtnuoc
TON-RO-LLA

ividni eht neewteb
f ni elbail reh/mih
suac evitan3.2.
retlaThe
fo „attraction by subsidiarity” of legislative powers
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
Overcoming the model of strict separation between state and regional
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
competences, to satisfy unitary interests and competences with specific
f seitluciffid esoht
aims, mainly led to the so-called “attraction by subsidiarity”.
lliw eb yam truoc
This “flexible” tool developed by the Constitutional Court allows for
llautca saw the
egam
ad
normal
distribution of legislative powers under Section 117 of the
lautca eht Constitution
saw tca
to be departed from, with certain limits, in the presence of
tilicaf snoiunitary
tcidsirujneeds which are deemed worthy of guarantee.
t fo tnemhsilbIn
atsthis
e regard, the Constitutional Court stated that “confining state
t wal hsinunifying
aD dna activities to the subject-matters specifically ascribed to state
hcihw ,ecneexclusive
dive fo competence or to establishing the principles of concurrent
ht elbaborsubject-matters
p erom
[…] would solidly guarantee regional legislative powers
is A .egam
a
d
e
h
t
but also extremely undervalue the unitary interests which albeit within
systems which are deeply imbued with institutional
eht fo yroconstitutional
eht“ eht
pluralism justify, under certain conditions, a derogation from the ordinary
of powers” (Judgment no. 303/2003)53.
S DN A TNIOJ distribution
.2.2
Moving from this premise, the Constitutional Court considered Section
118
:4 – IV kooB nI of the Constitution as a “factor of flexibility” of the Italian system,
administrative functions to Municipalities, “unless they
c fo noitpthat
musascribes
erp
to the Provinces, the Metropolitan Cities and the Regions
tra ehT .deare
bircattributed
serp
or
to
the
State,
pursuant to the principles of subsidiarity, differentiation
ac neeb evah yam
to ensure their uniform implementation”. In remarking
tnereffid hcand
ihw adequacy,
rof
that,
whenever
there are unitary needs, the administrative functions
esuac saw egamad
ca si ohw may
nosrbe
epexercised by the State, the Court drew the conclusion that this
would necessarily impact on the exercise of legislative functions. The
61
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS
53
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS In71 support of this thesis, the mentioned Judgment no. 303/2003 refers to the
81 legislation of the German constitutional system (konkurrierende Gesetzgebung)
p eht ot noitconcurrent
uloS
ep eD .seno d eand
tacilto
pmthe
oc supremacy clause of the US federal system.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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principle of legality, according to which all the functions which are assumed
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
by subsidiarity must be organized and ruled by the law, “logically
excludes that the Regions, each one with its own rules, may regulate state
The all-or-nothi
administrative functions and implies that only state law can accomplish
conditio sine qua non
such task” (see the above-mentioned Judgment no. 303). Hence, incountries
general support th
terms, whenever implementing the principle of subsidiarity requires
between the individ
switching the administrative functions from the regional to the state
him/her liable in fu
level, the State is entitled to use its legislative powers.
of alternative causa
The “attraction by subsidiarity”, potentially able to entrust the
which tortfeasor act
definition of the areas of competence to the State54, is bound to negatively
the all-or-nothing ap
impact on regional autonomy, also because this “flexible tool” was
those difficulties fo
allowed for subject-matters which fall within the residual competence
court may be willi
pursuant to Section 117, Paragraph 4, of the Constitution55.
However, as a guarantee for the Regions – formally equalized damage
with the was actuall
act was
State but, because of the state unifying attitude, substantially affected
by the actual c
jurisdictions facilita
its intervention56–, in addition to the exceptional nature of this unifying
57
establishment of th
tool , the Court has repeatedly stated that the attraction by subsidiarity
and Danish law th
of the legislative function can only occur if two conditions are met:
of evidence, which
a) Compliance with the criteria of proportionality and reasonableness.
more
probable tha
b) Prior implementation of appropriate forms of cooperation
with
the
damage.
A sim
the Regions and, in particular, reaching of an “agreement”, either
“strong” or “weak”, between them and the State. This distinction
the “theory of the m
is made with reference to the outcome of the proceedings: in
the first case, failure to reach an agreement “constitutes2.2.
an JOINT AND SE
insurmountable obstacle to the conclusion of the proceedings”
In Book VI – 4:1
54
See E. D’Orlando, Il sistema delle fonti regionali e locali [The system of regional
and local
presumption
of ca
sources], [in:] L. Mezzetti (a cura di), La Costituzione delle autonomie. Le riforme del Titolo
prescribed. The arti
V, Parte II della Costituzione [The Constitution of autonomies. Reforms of Title V, Part II of the
may have been cau
Constitution], Napoli 2004, p. 62.
55
for which
See, among others, Judgments no. 214/2006, no. 88/2007 and no. 76/2009
on different
“tourism”.
damage was caused
56
On the “unifying” attitude of state activities see S. Bartole, Collaborazione
person who is acc

e sussidiarietà nel nuovo ordine regionale [Collaboration and subsidiarity in the new regional
order], „Le Regioni” 2004, no. 2-3, p. 582.
57
See A. Gentilini, La sussidiarietà appartiene al diritto mite? Alla ricerca di un fondamento
16
See: Infantino, Zerv
17
giuridico per l’“attrazione in sussidiarietà” [Does subsidiarity belong to soft law? Looking
forCourt of Appea
See:
18
a legal basis for the “attraction by subsidiarity”], “Giurisprudenza costituzionale” 2008,
no.
2,
Solution
to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
p. 1595 et seq.
several liability (see belo
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(Judgment no. 6/2004); in the second case, if the State and the
Regions, despite their efforts, cannot reach any agreement, the
State is entitled to act unilaterally. Initially, the Constitutional
hton-ro-lla ehT
non auq enis oitidnocCourt was in favor of the first alternative (see, as well as the
t troppus seirtnuocmentioned Judgment no. 6, Judgment no. 383/2005); more
ividni eht neewtebrecently, the constitutional Judge has accepted that after the
unsuccessful experiment of the negotiations, the State is entitled
f ni elbail reh/mih
to intervene unilaterally (see Judgment no. 165/2011)58.
suac evitanretla fo
Once these guarantees have been provided and, therefore, regional
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
autonomy has been granted within certain limits59, legislative subsidiarity
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
turns out to be an essential tool to redress the imbalance resulting from
f seitluciffid esoht
an incomplete and incongruous constitutional text60 and makes up for
lliw eb yam truoc
the faults of Constitutional Law no. 3/2001 with respect to the creation
llautca saw of
egaam
ad
system
able to satisfy both unitary and cooperative needs61.
lautca eht saw tca
tilicaf snoitcidsiruj
t fo tnemh3.3.
silbaThe
tse guarantee of unitary interests
t wal hsinaD dna
   in concurrent competences
hcihw ,ecnedive fo
ht elbaborThe
p ernew
om Section 117 of the Constitution defines the content of concurrent
is A .egam
a
d
eht
competences
stating that, with respect to the subject-matters listed in
eht fo yroeht“ eht
TON-RO-LLA

.1.2

S DN A TNIOJ

.2.2
nella giurisprudenza costituzionale [Loyal cooperation and distribution of state and regional

58

See A. Concaro, Leale collaborazione e assetto delle competenze fra Stato e Regioni

competences in constitutional case-law], [in:] P. Cavaleri (a cura di), Temi di diritto regionale nella

:4 – IV kooB
nI
giurisprudenza
costituzionale dopo le riforme [Topics of Regional Law in constitutional case-law
Torino 2008, p. 91 et seq.; on the gradual easing of the rules providing for
c fo noitpafter
muthe
serreforms],
p
state legislative powers by subsidiarity, which were allegedly implemented by means of the
tra ehT .debircserp
“loyal cooperation” principle through opinions or simple consultation, see C. Mainardis,
ac neeb evL’assunzione
ah yam statale del potere legislativo “in sussidiarietà” [The state implementation of legislative
tnereffid hcpower
ihw “by
rof subsidiarity”], in R. Bin, G. Falcon (a cura di), Diritto regionale [Regional Law],
esuac saw Bologna
egamad2012, p. 241-242.
59
ca si ohw nosreInp some recent decisions concerning state Law no. 164/2014 (on measures to

support economic recovery), the Constitutional Court has proved the application of the
set-out criteria and has excluded attraction by subsidiarity (Judgments no. 261/2015 and
7/2016).
61
reZ ,onitnafnIno.
:eeS
60
71 P. Cavaleri, Diritto regionale [Regional Law], Padova 2009, p. 129.
eppA fo t ruoC :eeS See
81 the topic see V. Lopilato, Le funzioni amministrative [Administrative functions],
p eht ot noituloS61 On
ep eD .seno d e[in:]
tacilp
oc
G.mCorso,
V. Lopilato (a cura di), supra note 47, p. 279-280.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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Paragraph 3, “legislative powers are vested in the Regions, except2.1.
for ALL-OR-NOTH
the determination of the fundamental principles, which are reserved to
the State”.
The all-or-nothi
Pending Constitutional Law no. 3/2001, the letter of the rule,
whilesine qua non
conditio
raising many questions62, led to define the limits of the fundamental
countries support th
principles as possible, i.e. in case of adoption by the State of a between
specific the individ
framework law (on the model of the German Rahmengesetze). However,
him/her liable in fu
in continuity with the legal system operating before 2001 – which allowed
of alternative causa
the Regions, lacking specific regulations, to deduce the fundamental
which tortfeasor act
principles of each subject-matter from the legislation in force63 –, the
the all-or-nothing ap
Constitutional Court stated that “especially in the transition stage from
those difficulties fo
the old to the new division of powers, the regional concurrent legislation
court may be willi
must observe the fundamental principles which however result from the
damage was actuall
state legislation already in force” (Judgment no. 282/2002).
acttaken
was the actual c
Likewise based on the principle of continuity is the position
jurisdictions
facilita
by the Constitutional Court with regard to the adoption of state
laws
establishment
of th
including, in addition to fundamental principles, also “yielding” detailed
and Danish law th
rules that are bound to lose their effectiveness only when the competent
of in
evidence,
which
regional law comes into force. This practice, which was allowed
the
probable tha
past to ensure state law effectiveness also in case of regionalmore
inertia,
the
damage.
A sim
brought about an expansion of state legislative powers; this is why, upon
the entry into force of Constitutional Law no. 3/2001, there was
themore
“theory of the m
support for a thesis that asserted the need to limit state competence only
to the determination of fundamental principles64.
2.2. JOINT AND SE
On this point, the position of the Constitutional Court was initially
favorable to the promotion of the new wording of the Section 117,
In Book VI – 4:1
Paragraph 3, of the Constitution, which, compared to the past, “expresses
presumption of ca
the intent of a clearer distinction between the regional legislative
prescribed. The arti
competence […] and the state one, which is limited to establishing
may the
have been cau
fundamental principles of the rule” (see the above-mentioned Judgment
for which different
damage was caused
person who is acc
62

R. Bin, Le potestà legislative regionali, dalla Bassanini ad oggi [Regional legislative powers
from Bassanini Law to date], „Le Regioni” 2001, no. 4, p. 613 et seq.
63
On this settlement, see L. Paladin, supra note 12, p. 96.
16
See: Infantino, Zerv
64
17
See G. Falcon, Modello e transizione nel nuovo Titolo V della Parte seconda
dellaCourt of Appea
See:
Costituzione [Model and transition in the new Title V of Part II of the Constitution], „Le18Regioni”
Solution to the pr
complicated ones. Depe
2001, no. 6, p. 1254.
several liability (see belo
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no.
.1.2 282). The following case law sometimes echoed this approach,
confirming that “the difference between ‘principle’ and ‘detail’ rules
in the former providing for criteria and purposes and the latter
hton-ro-lla consists
ehT
the concrete tools to achieve these purposes” (Judgment
non auq enisidentifying
oitidnoc
no.
341/2010).
t troppus seirtnuoc
With
ividni eht neew
teb regard to the adoption of “yielding” rules by the State, the case
law sometimes initially admitted this possibility65, even invoking the
f ni elbail reh/mih
“principle of continuity” to protect fundamental rights (on the right to
suac evitanretla fo
education, see Judgment no. 13/2004); more recently, albeit sometimes
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
admitting this possibility66, the Court seems to have moved towards
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
a more restrictive interpretation67. However, the uncertainties that still
f seitluciffid esoht
characterize this issue led some scholars to exclude the existence of
lliw eb yam truoc
a unique solution: given that, as acknowledged by the Court itself, “the
llautca saw scope
egamaof
d the fundamental principle must be identified by considering
lautca eht the
sawpeculiarities
tca
of the subject-matter” (Judgment no. 139/2009), the
tilicaf snoirelationship
tcidsiruj
between principle and detail must be evaluated on a time
t fo tnemhto
siltime
batsebasis, making it impossible to set a clear benchmark68.
t wal hsinaD Finally,
dna
with regard to state and regional regulation of the same
hcihw ,ecne“subject-matters”,
dive fo
it should be noted that the Constitutional Court
ht elbaborhas
p ersometimes
om
redefined the relationship between State and Regions,
is A .egam
a
d
e
h
t
overcoming the principle/detail binomial in favor on an integrated system
be subsumed into the traditional categories. For example,
eht fo yrowhich
eht“ ehcannot
t
with regard to “linguistic minorities”, after excluding that failure to list
TON-RO-LLA
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.2.2
65

See, for example, Judgments no. 196/2004 (on amnesty for infringement of

:4 – IV kooB
nI regulations), no. 296 and no. 297/2004 (on local taxes). On the possible adoption
building
rules see also the above-mentioned Judgment no. 303/2003, in which,
c fo noitpofm“yielding”
userp
while agreeing that the reversal of the criteria for distribution of legislative powers and
tra ehT .debircserp
the exhaustive enumeration of state competences “should rule out the possibility of
ac neeb evsupplementary
ah yam
regulation, by the State, of subject-matters which fall within concurrent
tnereffid hclegislation”,
ihw rof the Court stated that this may occur if it is useful “to ensure the immediate
of administrative functions that the State took on to satisfy unitary needs which
esuac saw exercise
egamad
must be satisfied by all means”.
ca si ohw no66srep

See, for example, Judgment no. 176/2010.
See, for example, Judgments no. 156, no. 207, no. 278/2010 and no. 147/2012.
68
61 T. Martines, A. Ruggeri, C. Salazar, Lineamenti di diritto regionale [Regional
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS See
71
Milano 2012, p. 191; otherwise, A. D’Atena, supra note 50, p. 153-155,
eppA fo t ruoCLaw
:eeSfundamentals],
81
to the decisions quoted in the previous note, affirms the overcoming of
p eht ot noitwho,
uloS referring
ep eD .seno d ethe
taci“yielding”
lpmoc
rules practice.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
67
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the same into Section 117, Paragraph 2 and 3, of the Constitution allows
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
their inclusion into residual matters pursuant to Paragraph 4, in Judgment
no. 159/2009 the Court spoke about “a model of power distribution The
[…] all-or-nothi
that does not correspond to the well-known categories defined for
all thesine qua non
conditio
other subject-matters by Title V, Part II, of the Constitution, both
before
countries support th
and after the 2001 constitutional reform”. The Court thus defined between
a model the individ
of distribution that, even in the context of a pluralistic system which
him/her liable in fu
allows regional guarantee measures, tends to ensure the satisfaction
of alternative causa
of general interests and, therefore, the “‘sustainability of a linguistic
which tortfeasor act
pluralism’ which is eligible for protection”69 through state intervention.
the all-or-nothing ap
those difficulties fo
court may be willi
IV. The satisfaction of unitary interests
damage was actuall
   in constitutional reform bills
act was the actual c
jurisdictions
facilita
If the model of distribution of legislative power between the State
and
establishment
of th
the Regions as defined by the Section 117 of the Constitution is formally
and case
Danish law th
based on the principle of separation, the evolution of constitutional
70
of evidence, which
law contributed to its overcoming , which occurred in practice through
the development of the flexible factors offered by the system. more probable tha
the damage. A sim
As shown by the constitutional case law on transversal competences,
attraction by subsidiarity and concurrent legislation, this evolution
the “theory of the m
became necessary to satisfy the unitary needs which are typical of every
pluralistic system. Although this resulted in a less formal equalization
2.2. JOINT AND SE
of all the constituent entities of the Republic as defined by Section 114,
the
paragraph 1, of the Constitution in favor of a “re-qualification”71 ofIn
Book VI – 4:1
presumption of ca
prescribed. The arti
69
R. Toniatti, Pluralismo sostenibile e interesse nazionale all’identità linguistica posti
have been cau
a fondamento di “un nuovo modello di riparto delle competenze” legislative fra Statomay
e Regioni
for model
which different
[Sustainable pluralism and national interest in linguistic identity at the basis of the “new
of distribution of legislative competences” between the State and the Regions], „Ledamage
Regioni” was caused
2009, no. 5, p. 1135.
person who is acc
70

P. Caretti, La Corte e la tutela delle esigenze unitarie: dall’interesse nazionale al principio
di sussidiarietà [The Court and the protection of unitary needs: from national interest to the
principle of subsidiarity], „Le Regioni” 2004, no. 2-3, esp. p. 381-384, already understood,
16
See:inInfantino, Zerv
17
the margins of the initial constitutional case law, the overcoming of the formal observance
See: Court of Appea
18
of the principle of separation granted by Section 117 of the Constitution.
Solution to the pr
71
complicated
G. Rolla, Il difficile equilibrio tra autonomia ed unità nel regionalismo italiano
[The ones. Depe
several liability (see belo
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state
.1.2 role, the case law contribution, if compared to the past, went through
the definition of adequate guarantees for regional self-government and,
particular, through the dynamic identification of a point of balance
hton-ro-lla in
ehT
non auq enisbetween
oitidnoc the unitary needs and the valorization of pluralism.
t troppus seirtnThe
uocindisputable merit of constitutional case law does not exempt us
from
reflection on the need for constitutional legislative measures,
ividni eht n
eewtaefinal
b
aimed, on the one hand, to “correct” the lists under Section 117 of the
f ni elbail reh/mih
Constitution – thus overcoming the above-mentioned incongruities
suac evitanretla fo 72
and gaps – but, mostly, on the other hand, to define some locations
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
for any settlement and preventive confrontation between the State and
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
the Regions, which can be useful, while respecting the autonomy of
f seitluciffid esoht
every entity, to adopt the most suitable rules for the satisfaction of the
lliw eb yam truoc
underlying interests73.
llautca saw egam
Asadfor the first aspect, the constitutional review Bill passed by the
lautca eht Italian
saw tcParliament
a
in 2005 (“Amendments to Part II of the Constitution”),
tilicaf snoirejected
tcidsiruj by referendum in 2006, already provided for a change of the
t fo tnemhsubject-matters
silbatse
lists. Section 39 of the Bill, on the one hand, formally
t wal hsinrecognized
aD dna
some matters as exclusively regional (among these subjecthcihw ,ecnematters,
dive fo “health care and health organization”, “school organization”
ht elbaborand
p er“local
om and regional administrative police”) and, on the other hand,
is A .egam
a
d
eht some of the matters that the 2001 constitutional amendment
it brought
among the concurrent ones back under state exclusive
eht fo yrohad
eht“ included
eht
competence (among these subject-matters, “general rules on health
“safety at work”, “large strategic transport networks”,
S DN A TNIOJ protection”,
.2.2
“communications system”, “intellectual professions system”, “national
sports
:4 – IV kooB
nI system”).
c fo noitpmuserp
tra ehT .debircserp
ac neeb evah yam
tnereffid hcdifficult
ihw robalance
f
between autonomy and unity in Italian regionalism], in G. Rolla (a cura di),
esuac saw La
egdefinizione
amad del principio unitario negli ordinamenti decentrati [The definition of the unitary
in the decentralized orders], Torino 2003, p. 11.
ca si ohw principle
no72srep
TON-RO-LLA

Take as an example, once again, “post and telecommunications” and “road traffic”.
On this point see R. Bin, Riforma costituzionale e Regioni: ancora troppi equivoci
[Constitutional
reform and Regions: yet too many misunderstandings], [in:] F. Palermo,
61
reZ ,onitnafnI :eeS
71 (a cura di), Riforma costituzionale e Regioni. Riflessioni a prima lettura sul nuovo
eppA fo t ruoCS.:eParolari
eS
81
Costituzione [Constitutional reform and Regions. First reading reflections on the
p eht ot noitTitolo
uloS V della
ep eD .seno d enew
tacilTitle
pmocV of the Constitution], Bolzano/Bozen 2015, esp. p. 11-14.
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
73
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The same orientation applied to the Constitutional Bill A.S. 1429
2.1. ALL-OR-NOTH
of 8 April 2014 (the so-called “Renzi-Boschi Reform”)74 which, after
several amendments and its approval by both Chambers of the Italian
The all-or-nothi
Parliament according to the procedure provided for by Section
138 ofsine qua non
conditio
the Constitution, was also rejected by voters with a referendumcountries
held on support th
December 4th, 2016.
between the individ
The Bill took measures, among others, regarding Section 117 of the
him/her liable in fu
Constitution. In its suggested wording, it corrected the list of exclusive
of alternative causa
competence subject-matters and attributed to state exclusive competence,
which tortfeasor act
among others, the “general provisions on health protection, food safety
the all-or-nothing ap
and job protection and safety”, the “general provisions on cultural
those difficulties fo
activities, tourism and sports system”, the “national system and cocourt may be willi
ordination of civil protection” and the “strategic infrastructures”. The
damage
Bill also eliminated the concurrent competences and it re-phrased
the was actuall
act “any
was the actual c
residual clause: though it reserved to regional legislative competence
jurisdictions
facilita
subject-matter or function that is not expressly reserved to the State”,
on
establishment
of th
the one hand, it allowed the State to legislate on matters or functions that
75 Danish law th
and
were not reserved to it in accordance with the “supremacy clause”
and,
which
on the other hand, under certain conditions, to delegate to one of
or evidence,
more
morefell
probable tha
Regions the exercise of legislative powers on subject-matters which
the
damage.
A sim
within the state exclusive competence.
This Bill clarified but did not solve the major problem, that
the
theis“theory
of the m
potential conflicting nature of every rigid dualistic system which depends
on a model of distribution of legislative powers “by subject-matters”
2.2. JOINT AND SE
rather than relying on the definition of “goals” and “functions”. However,
this remark enhanced the choice made by the Bill to provide for theIn
soBook VI – 4:1
called “state supremacy clause” to defend unitary needs. Thispresumption
clause
of ca
allowed the State to legislate on matters or functions that were
not
prescribed.
The arti
reserved to itself “when necessary for the protection of the may
legal have
or been cau
economic unity of the Republic or the implementation of social
and different
for which
economic programs or reforms having a national interest”76. damage was caused
person who is acc

“Provisions for overcoming equal bicameralism, reducing the number of Members
of Parliament, limiting the operating costs of the Institutions, the suppression of16CnelSee:
andInfantino, Zerv
17
the amendment of Title V of Part II of the Constitution”.
See: Court of Appea
75
18
See below in the text.
Solution to the pr
76
On the amendments to Section 117 of the Constitution proposed by thecomplicated
so-called ones. Depe
several liability (see belo
74
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.1.2

V. Final remarks

hton-ro-lla ehT
non auq enisAfter
oitidnothe
c failure of the reform plans, the need for a constitutional
intervention
that might bring greater clarity in the allocation of
t troppus seirtnuoc
competences
is still felt and seems to have been made even stronger by the
ividni eht n
eewteb
autonomist claims by some of the Regions. In particular, the consultative
f ni elbail reh/mih
referenda on autonomy held in Veneto and Lombardy on 22 October
suac evitanretla fo
2017 – with which the voters expressed their appreciation for the start
ca rosaeftrot hcihw
of negotiations with the State in order to obtain special additional forms
a gnihton-ro-lla eht
and conditions of autonomy within the limits of Section 116, Paragraph 3,
f seitluciffid esoht
of the Constitution – have highlighted the unresolved tensions between
lliw eb yam truoc
the centre and the periphery, which the “differentiation clause” governed
llautca saw by
egathis
madSection alone does not seem able to solve.
lautca eht sawWaiting
tca
for further acts of the constitutional legislator, the overcoming
tilicaf snoiof
tcithe
dsirlimits
uj
of the lists of subject-matters makes it necessary, as mentioned
t fo tnemhabove,
silbatsto
e formalize, also by way of legislation (but to a higher degree than
t wal hsinthat
aD doffered
na
by Law no. 131 of 5 June 2003, so-called “La Loggia Law”
hcihw ,ecneimplementing
dive fo
Constitutional Law no. 3/2001), suitable confrontation
ht elbaborprocedures,
p erom
enhancing the tools of loyal cooperation, also through the
is A .egam
a
d
e
h
t
formal involvement of the State-Regions Conference. Only such measures
eht fo yrowill
eht“allow,
eht if coupled with end-result competences and operation of the
above-mentioned “legislative subsidiarity”, to “control” any possible
of competences and, more generally, to ensure the correct
S DN A TNIOJ overlapping
.2.2
functioning of the system77, releasing the Constitutional Court from the
risk
:4 – IV kooB
nI of arbitrariness78 and a role of “substitution” that does not belong
c fo noitpmuserp
tra ehT .debircserp
“Renzi-Boschi Reform” see, among others, U. De Siervo, Una prima lettura del progettato
ac neeb evnuovo
ah yart.
am117 Cost. [A first reading of the newly designed Section 117 of the Constitution], „Rivista
tnereffid hcAIC”
ihw 2016,
rof no. 1, p. 1-9, and G. Scaccia, I tipi di potestà legislativa statale e regionale nella
[The types of state and regional legislative powers within the constitutional
esuac saw riforma
egamacostituzionale
d
reform], „Le Istituzioni del federalismo” 2016, no. 1, p. 87 et seq.
ca si ohw no77srep
See L. Vandelli, La Repubblica delle autonomie nella giurisprudenza costituzionale [The
Republic of autonomies in constitutional case-law], [in:] A. Pioggia, L. Vandelli (a cura di),
delle autonomie nella giurisprudenza costituzionale [The Republic of autonomies
61
reZ ,onitnafnILa
:eeRepubblica
S
71
case-law], Bologna 2006, p. 40 et seq.
eppA fo t ruoCin:econstitutional
eS
81 this point, with particular reference to the constitutional formalization of
p eht ot noituloS78 On
ep eD .seno d esuitable
tacilpmoprocedural
c
tools aimed at defining the state and regional areas of competence,
oleb ees( ytilibail lareves
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to her and that the same Court, as stated by the Judge President a 2.1.
few ALL-OR-NOTH
years ago79, did not request nor welcome.

The all-or-nothi
conditio sine qua non
A. D’Atena, Il riparto delle competenze legislative: una complessità da governare [The complex
countries support th
distribution of legislative competences], [in:] A. Di Giovine, A. Mastromarino (a cura di), Il
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